Supporting better decisions across the nexus of water, energy and food through earth observation data: case of the Zambezi basin
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Abstract. The water–energy–food (WEF) nexus has been promoted in recent years as an intersectional concept designed to improve planning and regulatory decision-making across the three sectors. The production and consumption of water, energy and food resources are inextricably linked across multiple spatial scales (from the global to the local), but a common feature is competition for land which through different land management practices mediates provisioning ecosystem services. The nexus perspective seeks to understand the interlinkages and use systems-based thinking to frame management options for the present and the future. It aims to highlight advantage and minimise damaging and unsustainable outcomes through informed decisions regarding trade-offs inclusive of economic, ecological and equity considerations. Operationalizing the WEF approach is difficult because of the lack of complete data, knowledge and observability – and the nature of the challenge also depends on the scale of the investigation. Transboundary river basins are particularly challenging because whilst the basin unit defines the hydrological system this is not necessarily coincident with flows of food and energy. There are multiple national jurisdictions and geopolitical relations to consider. Land use changes have a profound influence on hydrological, agricultural, energy provisioning and regulating ecosystem services. Future policy decisions in the water, energy and food sectors could have profound effects, with different demands for land and water resources, intensifying competition for these resources in the future. In this study, we used Google Earth Engine (GEE) to analyse the land cover changes in the Zambezi river basin (1.4 million km²) from 1992 to 2015 using the European Space Agency annual global land cover dataset. Early results indicate transformative processes are underway with significant shifts from tree cover to cropland, with a 4.6 % loss in tree cover and a 16 % gain in cropland during the study period. The changes were found to be occurring mainly in the eastern (Malawi and Mozambique) and southern (Zimbabwe and southern Zambia) parts of the basin. The area under urban land uses was found to have more than doubled during the study period gearing urban centres increasingly as the foci for resource consumption. These preliminary findings are the first step in understanding the spatial and temporal interlinkages of water, energy and food by providing reliable and consistent evidence spanning the local, regional, national and whole transboundary basin scale.
Operationalisation of the WEF Nexus in decision making comes with a set of challenges, some of which were outlined by Eftelioglu et al. (2016) as data and modelling constraints. To understand key role of land and ecosystems for understanding and supporting WEF decision making, we need new data such as EO data and more integrated modelling (including web based information/knowledge platforms). Eftelioglu et al. (2016) argue that remote sensing in the context of WEF nexus can highlight issues within the nexus and be used to identify resource use hotspots for targeted solutions. “Sub-Saharan Africa has experienced long term LULC but only a few and patchy studies exist on long term characterization of LULC” (Wasige et al., 2013). In the Zambezi, land cover land use studies have also been patchy except for the Zambezi Environment Outlook (ZEO) Report (ZAMCOM, SADC, SARDC, 2015), which describes the changes in the Zambezi basin riparian countries from 2000 and 2010. The report said that there were no significant changes in land cover in the basin from 2000 to 2010.

Kamwi et al. (2015) examined the socio-economic drivers for land use and land cover changes and assessed its impacts to rural livelihoods in the Zambezi region of Namibia. They found that the land cover changes fluctuated, with years of encroachment of cropland and grassland by shrub vegetation as well as clearing of forest vegetation for crops. The authors noted that some of the changes were not permanent, hence the fluctuation. They identified the drivers of land use and land cover change as agricultural expansion, population growth, illegal logging, and increased demand for forest products and to a lesser extent government rules/policy.

Petit et al. (2001) quantified the land cover changes in South Eastern Zambia, in Lusitu area which was reported to have experienced rapid land-cover changes since the resettlement of 6000 people in 1958 because of Kariba dam construction and subsequent filling in 1958. The population of the area rose from around 750 inhabitants pre-Kariba dam, to 8096 in 1963 and by 1994 it had doubled. Since 1958 agriculture has rapidly expanded, increasing bare land situation and increased land degradation. Livestock population also increased from 562 in 1959 to 26 800 in 1991, leading to situations of overgrazing and loss of livestock in times of drought. The authors found that 44% of the area has been affected by land cover changes with trends towards increasing bare soil and cultivated areas, and rapid decrease in forest and natural vegetation cover. They recorded an average annual rate of change of 4 % with agricultural expansion as the dominant change process. With most of the basin countries having policies geared towards water resources, energy and agricultural development (World Bank, 2010), it is important to understand historical land cover change and land use patterns, to understand spatial interactions. Thus, spatially explicit assessment of water energy and food system/sector interactions is required to identify extent and locations of change (Prestele et al., 2016). This paper is a first step to understand long term land cover change trends in the Zambezi basin.
Table 1. Water–energy–food ecosystem services associated with land cover types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Cover/Land Use</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cropping and herbaceous cover</td>
<td>Water Demand</td>
<td>Biofuels production</td>
<td>Food production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green water demand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Livestock water use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>Flow regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater recharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrub land, grassland and sparse vegetation</td>
<td>Flow regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Livestock production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate regulation (lesser extent than forests)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nutrient circulation in soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban/built up areas</td>
<td>Urban water supply</td>
<td>Domestic energy consumption</td>
<td>Urban food demand/consumption (urban farming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industrial water demand</td>
<td>Industrial energy consumption</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waste water production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetlands and Water bodies</td>
<td>Hydrological regulation/</td>
<td>Hydropower production</td>
<td>Flood recession agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood control</td>
<td></td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface water supply</td>
<td></td>
<td>Livestock water use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groundwater recharge</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fisheries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water demand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental flow requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public water use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The objectives of the study are to assess the changes in land cover in the Zambezi river basin from 1992 to 2015, and to determine the extent of change in cropping systems, forests, urban areas and water bodies. There is a general lack of consistent coverage of satellite data for such large areas, and unavailability of training and validation data for creating land cover maps using raw data, as well as a need for high performance computing (Giri et al., 2013). As a result, there are difficulties in preparing image mosaics and making sure that the multitemporal land cover maps produced for comparison are appropriate for the task (Giri et al., 2013; Vittek et al., 2014). The use of global land cover products allows for the monitoring and analysis of land cover globally and over large areas. It removes the need to work with and process raw satellite images, which would involve volumes of remotely sensed data for such large areas, and deals with problems of data gaps in satellite imagery (Maynard et al., 2016). It is acknowledged here that such data may have limitations, particularly that land cover classification at high resolution may provide limited insight into real land cover dynamics at local scales, and that it can provide preliminary identification of historical and ongoing changes (Tropek et al., 2014).

3 Materials and methods

The Climate Change Initiative (CCI) team of the European Space Agency (ESA) officially released the first time series of annual global land cover maps at 300 m resolution, spanning a 24-year period, from 1992 to 2015 in April 2017 (ESA, 2017). The global land cover dataset covers the longest period available to date (ESA, 2017). This high-resolution imagery is considered sufficient to identify areas of land cover change, and estimate changes in the extent (area) for each land cover type in the Zambezi river basin over the 24-year period. More detailed and finer resolution land cover monitoring studies can then be carried out for identified areas of interest. Land cover changes was analysed for the period from 1992 to 2015 to record and assess the major land cover trends in the basin, using Google Earth Engine and ArcGIS 10.5. The ESA/CCI global land cover products used in this study were produced by reprocessing of the full archives of 5 different satellite missions providing daily observation of the Earth, including NOAA-AVHRR HRPT, SPOTVegetation, ENVISAT-MERIS FR and RR, ENVISAT-ASAR, and PROBA-V for the most recent years (ESA, 2017). The land cover changes in the Zambezi
Figure 2. Zambezi Basin Map.

river basin are analysed using Google Earth Engine (GEE) and ArcGIS 10.5. GEE is a web based catalogue of satellite imagery and geospatial datasets with planetary-scale analysis capabilities (https://earthengine.google.com/).

To create a land cover change map, the Zambezi land cover map of 1992 was subtracted from that of 2015. This produced a change vector map with pixels having a spectral reflectance value of the difference between 2015 and 1992. This map showed areas of changed, but even areas of the slightest change showed up on the difference map. The result was squared, and the limit of the spectral variation set at 1000. This meant small differences in the change vector showed up as no change (black) on the map, and those with a squared variation of above 1000 showed up as areas of change (white). In this study, areas of land cover change were defined as those with the square of surface reflectance variation of more than 1000.

ArcGIS 10.5 was then used to quantify the changes in land cover in the basin. Out of the 22 predefined ESA/CCI land cover classes 20 were represented in the Zambezi basin. The Zambezi basin land cover was re-classified into 7 broad classes to represent cropland and herbaceous cover; tree cover; mosaic cropland and natural vegetation; shrub, grassland and sparse vegetation; bare areas; urban areas; and wetlands and water bodies. The areas covered by each of the classes was then calculated from 1992 to 2015. Percentage changes for each broad class were calculated from 1993 to 2015, as follows:

\[
\% \text{ change} = \left( \frac{\text{Area}_{t2} - \text{Area}_{t1}}{\text{Area}_{t1}} \right) \times 100
\]

Trend analysis was also carried out for the 7 broad classes to see when the land cover changes occurred and the pattern of change over the study period.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Land cover changes

There has been progressive clearing of forest areas (green), and expansion of agricultural areas (yellow) since 1992 through 2004 to 2015. This can be seen by simple visual inspection and comparison of the Zambezi land cover maps shown in Fig. 4a and c. These observations are consistent with the findings of Kamwi et al. (2015) who found agricultural activities as the main driver of land cover change in Namibia, and Petit et al. (2001) who found that there were increasing cultivated areas and bare areas in south eastern Zambia from 1986 to 1997. Figure 4d shows the squared change vector map for the Zambezi basin. The black areas show no change while white represents areas where the land cover changed from 1992 to 2015. Figure 4d shows that most noticeable changes occurred in the eastern and southern parts of the basin, with some localized changes in the centre of the basin. Referring to Fig. 4, in the East is Malawi and Mozambique, and in the south, is Zimbabwe and part of Zambia. In the centre of the basin (Zambia) lies some wetlands, and these are also shown to be areas of significant changes in the period 1992 to 2015.
Data acquisition
• Global land cover products download from ESA/CCI
• Zambezi basin Shapefile download from ZAMWIS website

Data upload to Google Earth Engine
• GeoTiff files of global land cover maps uploaded
• To enable vector import to GEE:
  1. Conversion of Zambezi Shapefile from .shp to .csv
  2. Creating a Google Fusion Table using the Zambezi .csv file

Defining visualization parameters
• Defined the palette for visualisation of the land cover classes. The colors were defined using the web standard CSS color value scheme, specified as hexadecimal strings indicating the combination of red, green and blue.

Change analysis
• Clipping the Zambezi basin from annual global land cover maps
• Change Vector analysis to identify areas of high spectral variation (areas that experienced land cover change)

Land Cover area estimation using ArcGIS 10.5

**Figure 3.** Methodological steps.

**Figure 4.** Zambezi land cover maps for 1992 and 2015, and land cover difference map showing areas of land cover change for this period. (a) Zambezi Land Cover 1992; (b) Zambezi land cover 2004; (c) Zambezi land cover 2015; (d) Zambezi squared difference (2015-1992).
4.2 Land cover change extent

Having reclassified the land cover into 7 broad classes, the area for each broad class was calculated. Figure 5 shows that the most noticeable changes occurred in forest cover and cropland areas, showing a transformation of tree cover to cropland. Table 2 summarises the percentage changes and shows that cropland area in the Zambezi grew by 15.98% and covered 15.43% of the basin area in 2015, while tree cover was lost by 4.57% between 1992 and 2015. Mosaic of tree cover and cropland increased slightly by 1.1% and bare areas by 6.78%, while urban areas more than doubled during the 24 years of study. As much as 3057 km² lost for tree cover was not taken up by cropland. This land area may have been taken up by other land cover types that gained, i.e. urban areas, bare areas, mosaics of cropland and natural vegetation. This indicates that trees were not only cleared to make way for cropland, but other land uses too, that may have a bearing on the provision of water, energy and food.

4.3 Land cover change trends

Figure 5 shows the land cover area for the broad classes each year from 1992 to 2015. There was a near exponential increase in cropland from the year 1993 to 2002/3 from at which time the cropland area did not change until 2015. The pattern of increase in cropland area matches that of the decrease in tree cover area, suggesting that forest areas were cleared to make way for cropland. A similar pattern is noticeable with the mosaic of cropland and natural vegetation, suggesting that the cover transitioned from tree cover to mixed cropland and natural vegetation to cropland. From the year 2006, the mosaic of cropland and natural vegetation area starts to decrease, and this is matched with an in-
Table 2. Percentage changes in land cover from 1992 to 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Cover Type</th>
<th>% change 1992–2015</th>
<th>% of basin area in 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cropland and herbaceous cover</td>
<td>15.98 %</td>
<td>15.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree Cover</td>
<td>-4.57 %</td>
<td>49.07 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic cropland and natural vegetation</td>
<td>1.10 %</td>
<td>4.64 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrubland, grassland and sparse vegetation</td>
<td>-0.19 %</td>
<td>25.38 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare areas</td>
<td>6.78 %</td>
<td>0.07 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban areas</td>
<td>108.66 %</td>
<td>0.12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetlands and water Bodies</td>
<td>2.95 %</td>
<td>5.29 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion and discussion

During the period from 1992 to 2015, land cover changes in the Zambezi basin have been mainly occurring in the eastern (Malawi and Mozambique) and southern (Zimbabwe and Zambia) parts of the basin, with some localized changes in the centre (Zambia) of the basin. The localised changes in the centre of the basin were determined to be occurring in wetland areas, where there is loss of wetland vegetation cover.

In the 24-year period of study, there was a gain in cropland area by 15.98 % and a loss of tree cover of 4.57 %. The land area lost in forest cover almost equals the land area gained in cropland, with a difference of 3057 km² in land area lost and gained in tree cover and cropland, showing that there is transformation of tree cover to cropland in the basin. This difference could be accounted for clearing of forests for wood fuel as biomass derived energy is the biggest source of energy and accounts for 74 % of energy in the Zambezi basin, and used by most the Zambezi basin population (ZAMCOM, SADC, SARDC, 2015). Land cover change trend analysis showed that cropland increased and the mosaic of cropland
and natural vegetation increased in a pattern similar to that of the decrease of tree cover in the first half of the study period. This shows that there was an expansion of agricultural area during this period, and that there has been no agricultural expansion in the basin during the second half of the study period. This finding is in line with the Zambezi Environment Outlook of 2015, which reported no major changes in crop-land from 2000 to 2010. On the other hand, urban areas were found to be the most dynamic land cover type in the basin, increasing steadily throughout the study period, and increasing by more than 100% since 1992. Identifying and understanding these changes to the basin is vital for informing policy makers, managers and stakeholders about what actions can be taken to better manage land resources to maintain the ecosystem services supporting the WEF nexus effectively. It is important to note that these data are aggregated over a large river basin. The changes recorded here are happening in specific and more localised areas, and it may be worth studying these changes at localised scales at a finer resolution to understand more of the land cover land use dynamics occurring at in these areas.

6 Further work

This paper is a first step to the study of the water, energy and food nexus challenges in the Zambezi river basin. The overall study aims to support decision making in water, energy and food sectors in the basin, by illuminating and clarifying the interlinkages between these sectors, as well as land resources. It is envisaged that this will enable policy and decision makers in the basin to take advantage of the synergies that may be revealed through this study, and minimise trade-offs among these sectors, thereby making more sustainable decisions to achieve sustainable development goals for water, energy and food. As the Zambezi river basin is vast, a detailed study of this nature for the whole basin would require a bigger research team and more resources. So, as a starting point, this paper identifies resource use hotspots to facilitate a choice of study area within the basin for a more detailed study of the WEF nexus, and how this approach can improve decision making across the WEF sectors.

Code availability. Link to JavaScript code used in GEE for this study: https://code.earthengine.google.com/98a21319d5b6b22a2c247b4f099ce20. One needs a Google account and Google Earth Engine account to access.
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